
Bamfield EQUIPMENT LIST:  
 
General  Description: Students will be traveling to Bamfield and staying at the Tyee fishing lodge to do some 
off-shore fishing. The lodge will provide the standard “survival suit” and PFDs but students are responsible for 
wearing warm layers under the suit, a hat/toque and some gloves of their own. You can get any kind of weather 
on the West coast, so plan for wind, rain and/or sun. When not fishing, students will go for a walk along the 
shore and again into the village (rain or shine!).  
 
After two days at the lodge, we will travel to Horne Lake Caves to camp in their “T-Pee” shelters overnight and 
do some caving in the morning before traveling home.  
 

Clothing 
Item Quantity Comments 

Footwear for seashore walk  1 pair Not flip-flops! 
RAIN GEAR   1 set Jacket + pants - For the walks  
Warm Layer  1 each Fleece sweater + pants.  It gets can be cold on the water 
Under Layer – top & bottom.  2 each  Shirts and tights/long-johns 
t-shirt ( a luxury) 1 To wear to bed if you MUST have cotton to sleep 
Rimmed Hat 1  for hiking in the sun or rain 
Toque 1 In case it gets cold 
Gloves  1 Polypropylene or nylon so they will dry fast 
Underwear  1/day Why not bring a spare as well?  
Sports/hiking Socks  1 pair/day Cotton not recommended 
Swimsuit 1 There is a hot tub at the lodge. J  
shorts 1 or 2 synthetic/nylon are best (avoid white) 
Caving clothes + shoes 1 change These will probably get dirty/muddy and wet. 
Travel clothes for ride home 1 change comfy clothes for your travel time on the ferry and bus 
Motion sickness medication?  Do you need it?  

Equipment 
Fishing license 1 License and salmon tag are required  
Sleeping bag  1  
Camp mat  1 For inside “tee-pee” shelter 
Water bottle  One liter   
Eating utensils 1 set  Cutlery, bowl/plate, cup and mug for wiener-roast at the 

campfire and breakfast at Horne Lakes.  
Flashlight (or headlamp) 1  
towels  2 one for showers, and one hand/face towel for the bathroom 
toothbrush 1 Yes, you still have to brush your teeth each day! 
Sunglasses  1 + straps are handy to ensure you don’t lose them. 
Money  $? - for snacks on ferry + 2 lunches at fast food restaurants 
Camera (optional)    1 (waterproof case recommended) 
Combination lock 1 To keep valuables in the lockers at the lodge.  

Group Gear – divide up these items so you can share 
toothpaste 1/group  
Insect Repellent 1/group  
Sunscreen 1/ group  
WATCH and/or ALARM 1/group  
 
DO NOT BRING: excessive amounts of money, iPods, MP3 players, speakers, (electronics hate getting wet) 
jewelry or valuable documents (i.e. birth certificates, bank cards, etc.)  


